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Anterior approaches suggested for THP revision : 

to reduce dislocation rate

in case of previous ant approach 

the anterior exposure in  supine position : 

considered to be more strenuous
Roettinger H.: CORR, 2004

evaluation of the anterior approach 
in lateral position :

Influence on the procedure ?
Optimization of the installation ?
Technical problems ?
Dislocation rate ?

Introduction

goal of the study :



Technical aspects : the approach 
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Technical aspects : the approach 

surgeon assistant

Roettinger H.: CORR , 2004



Technical aspects : the installation 



Technical aspects : the installation 

Acetabular stage : tilting of the table to optimize the exposure

surgeon assistant



Technical aspects : the installation 

Femoral stage :
tilting of the table and adduction of the femur
( eventually « half distal table » and sterile bag )

Roettinger H.: CORR, 2004
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post ant
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anterior dislocation 
of the THP ( external rotation)
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posterior translation of the femur

Acetabular stage 



post ant
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posterior translation of the femur

acetabulum

Acetabular stage 





Acetabular stage 

Femur



Femoral stage 
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Femoral stage 
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Femoral stage 
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Extended anterior exposure of the femur is possible



Femoral stage 
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Femoral stage 

Extended anterior exposure of the femur is possible
( eventually « reverse femorotomy) 
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Femoral stage 

Extended anterior exposure of the femur is possible
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precise evaluation of
femoral anteversion
is possible 

Femoral stage 



From 2005 to 2007,  THP revision in 47 patients 

34 times on the acetabular side

2 times on the femoral side   

11 bipolar revision

All of the patients had a previous anterior approach

mean age : 64 years 

mean BMI : 23

Material and methods 



Acetabular and femoral exposures : achieved correctly in  all the cases

No additional approach was needed in any patient

Antero-posterior femorotomies :  7 patients 
for stem replacement and cement extraction, 
without any specific complication

Early post-operative anterior dislocations in 2 monopol ar cup revision
( excessive anteversion of the remaining stems) 

2 patients : incomplete and transitory sciatic defi ciency 
(excessive posterior translation of the femoral head i n the sciatic notch) 

Results



Discussion

Technically easy for monopolar acetabular revisions ++++

Femoral revision is more difficult :
exposure ( lateralisation of the femur )

But … reverse femorotomy is possible



Discussion

Technical improvement for the femoral stage : the Matta table 



Using this technique, THP revision seems to be achi evable 
even in complicated cases 
requiring stem revision and femorotomy

dislocation rate was low

however a larger cohort is needed to confirm these 
preliminary results

Conclusions




